Smart Factory optimization
in the cloud

Focus on optimizing your factory operations,
not on the infrastructure needed to make it happen.
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AWS cloud helps address challenges faced
by manufacturing operations teams
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By using AWS, we’re saving up to
60% on our SAP infrastructure costs1

58%

of manufacturers believe

the cloud helps them
stay competitive2

65%

80%

of IndustryWeek's 50 Best Performing
U.S. Manufacturers

Forbes’ list of Top 25 IoT Startups
to Watch In 2019

use AWS services

use AWS services

Digital Transformation Opportunities in Manufacturing:

Smart Factory

Smart Product

Product and
Production Design

Lower Cost, Process &
Supply Chain Optimization,
Predictive Maintenance,
SAP Optimization

New Customer Experiences,
Connected Products, New
Revenue Streams, Product aaS

Electronic Design Automation,
Computer Aided Design,
Computational Fluid Dynamics,
Finite Element Analysis

Amazon distributes billions of products using cutting edge
automation, machine learning services, and robotics with AWS
at its core. AWS understands factory operations.

Opportunities in the Cloud
with Industrial IoT
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of device ﬂeets

“We have increased proﬁts by millions of dollars
for one production line.”
Steve Bakalar, Vice President of IT/Digital Transformation, Georgia Paciﬁc

Why choose AWS?
Constant customer focused innovation, and the clear market leader.
With AWS organizations can deliver as many as 3 times the features
and deploy software up to 90% faster, freeing up resources for you
to focus on strategic innovation.
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Amazon distributes billions of products
using cutting edge automation, machine
learning services, and robotics with AWS
at its core. AWS understands factory
operations.
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AWS has the most comprehensive
and advanced set of cloud services
& features available today

AWS customers take advantage
of security designed for the
most sensitive organizations
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AWS 2019 revenue
$35B - our large, global
scale reduces risk

$
Amazon Web Services cloud solutions portfolio
contains over 200 highly reliable, secure,
scalable services and solutions

“By reducing paper tears, we have
increased profits by millions of dollars
for one production line.”
– Steve Bakalar
VP of IT/Digital Transformation
Georgia Pacific

Read More

“I see a lot of speed of innovation
coming from AWS, and we are
confident that this is the platform
we are going forward with.”

“Using AWS inside of Siemens, we
increased the availability of trains
from 87 to 99 %.”

– Johan Tommervik,
CIO
SKF

Read More

– Steve Bashada
EVP and GM, Siemens PLM
Siemens

Read More
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Source: Coca-Cola İçecek Case Study, https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/coca-cola-icecek/
IDC Industrial Software User and ISV Survey Sponsored by AWS, April 2018

Optimize productivity and machine availability,
improve quality, and lower costs with AWS
Contact us

